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Dear 
 
Thank you for your information request of 22 July 2016.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
Please note: this is a follow-up request to FOI-16-0692:
In relation to the following questions that I initially proposed (see below):
 
So it would be a case of creating a table as seen attached and populating with information as
given by example for Q1. THis is how the information was given to me by one authority.
Example 1 is from their data.
 
I have spoken to Scot Gov through parentzone website and I understand that each authority
is given a file which has the decile the pupil comes from in one column and also the level of
literacy and numeracy pass that they have achieved. As such Aberdeen City Education Dept
would not be creating the data but merely organising it in such a way to give the info
requested. If there isn't anyone in teh Education dept who has access to this file then I would
be concerned as I have been informed that it is sent to every local authority.
 
The information that was supplied to me before was simply a cut and paste from the
Governments Insight tool. I am simply looking for information from the analysis file that is
given to each local authority.
 
I am carrying out research for my MSc and would like to know the following to each
question.
 
1) What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in literacy in 2012/13
by SIMD decile?
2) What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in literacy in 2013/14
by SIMD decile?
3) What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in literacy in 2014/15
by SIMD decile?
4)What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in numeracy in 2012/13
by SIMD decile?
5) What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in numeracy in 2013/14
by SIMD decile?
6) What percentage of S4 school leavers in Aberdeen gained a Level 5 in numeracy in 2014/15
by SIMD decile?
ACC is unable to provide you with the information on the total percentage of S4/S5 school
leavers in Aberdeen who gained a level 4/5 in literacy or numeracy by SIMD decile because of
the following reasons:
 
The file in question is not received by all local authorities and has to be requested from Scottish



Government.  This release is done in line with a data sharing agreement between the respective
local authority and Scottish Government. This agreement clearly states the following points:
 
o             The data is provided for statistical and research purposes only.
o             Data are provided for the purposes of self-evaluation, professional reflection and
benchmarking purposes only.
o             Data will not be used publicly, directly or indirectly to draw comparisons.
o             Insight data should also not be used publicly unless appropriate disclosure control has

been implemented to prevent the identification of individuals.
 
The data set is received as a series of vbar (pipe) delimited text files which have to be converted
to an MS Excel file and combined before the relevant information is extracted. The data is held
in the raw format for 2012-2013 and 2013-2014, however, the file does not contain the 2014-
2015 data, therefore is incomplete for your request.
 
In order to create the data presentation as requested, extensive manipulation and analysis is
required of the files as the variables sit separately. In addition, the data set contains identifying
third party information which would have to be removed prior to being released. There are over
500,000 entries and it has already taken over 20 hours of work to get the information to its
current stage. To extract the relevant information and present it in the format requested is
going to take an additional 20+ hours and  the cost of providing this has been calculated as being
in excess of the statutory maximum (£600). This work would require taking an officer away from
their day-to-day duties for a period of at least 40 hours to extract information from a collection
of raw data sets, something which is seen to be manifestly unreasonable to expect.
 
It should be noted that local authorities are not required under FOI legislation to create
information however, FOI legislation provides you with the right to access information and to
request that information in any format within reason. In this case, it is not deemed reasonable
to expect an officer to undertake this level of extraction and manipulation to provide this
information to you in the format requested.
 
In order to comply with its obligations under the terms of Section 16 of the FOISA, ACC hereby
give notice that we are refusing your request under the terms of Section 12 - Excessive Cost of
Compliance.
 
Furthermore, ACC is unable to provide you with information on 2014-2015 data as it is not held
by ACC.  In order to comply with its obligations under the terms of Section 17 of the FOISA, ACC
hereby gives notice that this information is not held by it. 
 
We would like to remind you of our response to your previous requests where we were able to
provide some information relating to SIMD decile. Your previous requests can be found here:
 
FOI-16-0692: http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?
lID=72010&sID=27601
FOI-16-0693: http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?
lID=72012&sID=27601
 
We hope this helps with your request.



 
Yours sincerely,
 
Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
ACC handled your request for information in accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about
your rights under FOISA.
 
 
Information Compliance Team
Communications and Promotion
Office of Chief Executive
Aberdeen City Council
Room 1-24
Town House
Broad Street
ABERDEEN AB10 1AQ

foienquiries@aberdeencity.gov.uk 
01224 523827/523602

Tel 03000 200 292
 
*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).
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